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We have investigated the morphology and electro-optical properties of reverse mode polymer
dispersed liquid crystals as a function of liquid crystal loading. Reverse mode shutters have
been obtained by a polymerization-induced phase separation of mixtures, consisting of a
liquid crystalline monomer and a non-reactive nematic liquid crystal, placed between rough
conductive surfaces. Such surfaces are able to keep the photopolymerizable mixtures homeo-
tropically aligned without the use of any aligning polymer substrate. OFF state transmittances
are always larger than 80% and the switching � elds decrease if the non-reactive liquid
crystal percentage is increased. Both rise and decay times are always lower than 10 ms. The
electro-optical properties have been related to the sample morphology and a simple mode is
proposed.

1. Introduction [10]. In fact, mixtures of a low molecular mass liquid
crystal and a liquid crystalline monomer can be homeo-Polymer dispersed liquid crystals (PDLCs) are com-
tropically aligned by the ‘natural’ grooves present on glassposite materials formed by liquid crystal and polymer.
substrates covered by conductive indium tin oxide (ITO)They can exhibit either a droplet morphology [1],
� lms. Such spontaneous alignment avoids orientationin which droplets of liquid crystal are embedded in a
control by means of any aligning polymer substrates.polymer matrix, or a polymer ball morphology [2], in
The initial homeotropic alignment can be stored by thewhich the liquid crystal takes up the voids and the
polymer matrix obtained from the UV irradiation ofcrevices of a network structure formed by small polymer
cells. Such reverse mode PDLCs are characterized byballs. PDLCs can be distinguished also for their operation
a polymer ball morphology and, as a consequence, by amode. A normal mode operation PDLC is characterized
lower drop in the oŒ-normal transmittance (haze). Ourby an opaque OFF state, which can be turned into a
previous investigation [10] was focused on the eŒectstransparent ON state by applying a suitable electric � eld.
induced in a single mixture by substrates with a diŒerentA reverse mode operation PDLC is transparent in its
average roughness. In particular, it was found thatOFF state and can be turned into an opaque ON state.
rougher substrates were able to give devices with highGreat interest has been aroused in reverse mode shutters
optical contrast, good adhesion, long time stability,[3–10] for their use in a wide range of applications that
reduced haze at large angles, low switching electric � elds,need a transparent state in the absence of any applied
and easier preparation.voltage. Several procedures have been proposed for the

In this paper we present a detailed investigation ofmanufacture of reverse mode devices including the modi-
the morphology and electro-optical properties of reverse� cation of the surface energy of PDLC droplets [3], the
mode polymer dispersed liquid crystals characterized

use of dual-frequency addressable liquid crystals [5, 8],
by a diŒerent weight ratio of the two liquid crystalline

the polymerization of nematic emulsions [9], and the
components in the mixtures, but obtained with the

use of mesogenic networks with a larger liquid crystal
same orientation-controlling ITO substrates. It will be

loading [4, 6, 7]. More recently, we have proposed a
shown that switchable devices with good electro-optical

reverse mode polymer dispersed liquid crystal shutter
properties can be obtained only for concentrations of the

made by using the alignment properties of rough surfaces
non-reactive liquid crystal larger than 75 wt%. We will
� nd an excellent agreement between the experimental
data and the theoretical forecasts.*Author for correspondence; e-mail: � ore.nicoletta@unical.it
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1338 M. Macchione et al.

2. Experimental response times. Figure 2 reports the typical optical trans-
mittances of samples with diŒerent liquid crystal con-The nematic liquid crystal used in this work is EN-40

(Lixon) characterized by a negative dielectric anisotropy tents. It is possible to detect an electro-optical response
only in samples with a non-reactive liquid crystal loading(De 5 Õ 2.7). The liquid crystalline diacrylate monomer

1,4-phenylene bis[4-(6-acryloyloxyhexyloxy )benzoate], larger than 60 wt %. A soft response is observed for
samples whose liquid crystal content ranges from 60 to(C6H), was synthesized in the Chemistry Department of

the University of Calabria according to the procedure 75 wt%. On the contrary, PDLCs with a high contrast
and a low switching electric � eld are obtained for EN-40outlined in [11]. Its molecular formula is given in

� gure 1. percentages larger than 78 wt %.
The electro-optical response of samples of the lastMixtures were prepared by weighing the appro-

priate amounts of the components and stirring them at kind is reported in � gure 3, together with the applied
driving electric � eld. It is possible to observe that the120 ß C. About 1.5 wt% of photoinitiator (Irgacure 651,

Ciba-Geigy) was added. A small quantity of mixture was rise time is always less than 2 ms, while the decay time
increases with EN-40 percentage (from 3 to 10 ms). Suchintroduced by capillarity into home-made cells, whose

thickness was about 40 mm. The cell walls had an ITO times are faster than those shown by conventional
reverse mode PDLCs (some tens of ms).conductive substrate, which was 120 nm thick (Balzers).

These substrates are characterized by an average rough- In addition, all our samples are characterized by a low
decrease in the OFF state transmittance as a functionness of # 2.6 nm as determined by atomic force micro-

scopy (Nanoscope III, Digital Instruments) and are able of viewing angle. Figure 4 shows the dependence of trans-
mittance on the tilt angle for diŒerent PDLCs in theirto induce a good homeotropic alignment of nematic

mixtures [10]. Then, such samples, homeotropically OFF state [5]. It is evident that the haze is less than in
conventional reverse mode shutters.aligned in their nematic state, were cured at 80 ß C using

a 10 mW cm Õ 2 UV source (HPK 125, Philips) for 15 min. This electro-optical behaviour can be explained by
assuming that the increase in EN-40 content leads to aThe electro-optical properties of irradiated samples were

measured using the optical line reported in previous larger quantity of liquid crystal separated from a polymer
ball matrix (obtained from the UV photopolymerizationwork [12]. The intensity of incident light measured with

no sample in place was taken as the full-scale intensity. of the diacrylate monomer) . In fact, it is known that
reverse morphology PDLCs are characterized by aThe rise and decay times of samples, i.e. the time required

to drop to 10% on applying a suitable driving voltage lower haze value as the thin liquid crystal layers which
surround the polymer balls do not give rise to a largeat 1 kHz frequency and to reach 90% of the maximum

transmittance after � eld removal, respectively, were deter- phase shift of the light [1]. The morphology analysis
agrees with these electro-optical previsions. Figure 5mined. Morphology analysis was performed on cross

sections of PDLC � lms, cut after immersion in liquid shows SEM photographs of reverse mode PDLCs for
diŒerent EN loadings.nitrogen, left under vacuum for several hours in order to

extract the liquid crystal, gold coated, and � nally examined No phase separation is present in samples with a
liquid crystal content lower than 50 wt %. Samplesby a Leica LEO 420 scanning electron microscope

(SEM).

3. Results and discussion
After performing the polymerization of the samples

we obtained transparent PDLCs (transmittance # 82%
at zero � eld). The electro-optical behaviour of such
cells was investigated by determining their optical trans-
mittance as a function of applied electric � eld and their

Figure 2. Transmittance dependence on the applied electric
Figure 1. Molecular formula of 1,4-phenylene bis[4-(6-acryloyl- � eld of reverse mode PDLCs aligned by means of rough

surfaces for diŒerent EN-40 contents.oxyhexyloxy)benzoate].
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1339Properties of reverse mode PDL Cs

Figure 3. Electro-optical response for reverse mode PDLCs
aligned by means of rough surfaces for diŒerent EN-40
contents. The driving voltage is a sine wave of 100 Vrms
at a frequency of 1 kHz.

Figure 5. Scanning electron microscopy photographs of reverse
mode PDLCs aligned by rough surfaces for diŒerent
EN-40 contents: (a) 60 wt %, (b) 70 wt %, (c) 80 wt %. The
bar is 400 nm.

Figure 4. OFF state transmittance dependence on tilt angle
for reverse mode PDLCs aligned by means of rough

liquid crystal shell around the polymer balls can alsosurfaces for diŒerent EN-40 contents. The transmittance
account for the increase in decay times with EN-40through a glass substrate is reported for comparison.

percentage. The liquid crystal in thicker shells is less

anchored to the polymer ball surfaces and, consequently,

a lower electric � eld is required for PDLC switching.are characterized by a reverse morphology for EN-40
After removal of the electric � eld, a lower restoring forceloadings larger than 50 wt %. Very small polymer balls
will act and give rise to a slower realignment of the(average radius # 0.2 mm) form an irregular network
liquid crystal molecules. A similar behaviour has beenwith the liquid crystal � lling the voids and crevices. Such
previously reported for droplet PDLCs. Their rise anda structure does not give rise to a signi� cant loss in the

angular transmittance even at large tilt angles. A larger decay times, t
rise

and t
decay

, calculated by balancing
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1340 M. Macchione et al.

electric, elastic, and viscous torques, scale as [1]: where b is the polymer ball number density, s is the
scattering cross section, and d is the sample thickness.
The scattering cross section can be expressed as atrise#

c

e0De(E2appl
Õ E2th )

(1 )
function of a reduced � eld, h:

tdecay#
2c

e0DeE2th
(2 ) h 5 (Eth

Õ E )r(1 Õ x0 )ADe

k B1/2
(4)

where E
appl

and E
th

are the applied and the threshold where k is the elastic constant of the liquid crystal in
(i.e. the � eld required for reorienting a droplet) electric the one constant approximation, x

0 5 r
0
/r, and De is the

� elds, respectively, and c is a rotational viscosity coe� cient. liquid crystal dielectric anisotropy. In the anomalous
Eth is inversely proportional to droplet radius [13]

diŒraction approximation [15], which holds in the limit
and consequently larger droplets are characterized by a 2pr/l& 1 (l is the wavelength of the impinging light), s
longer decay time. On the contrary, the rise times are can be written as:
strongly in� uenced by the applied electric � eld rather
than the threshold electric � eld and consequently do not

s(h, r) 5 pr2 (1 Õ x20 ) P p/2

0
show a strong dependence on the radius.

As further con� rmation we calculated the light scattered
by a model system as a function of the applied electric Ö G1 Õ x20

Õ
2 sin[n(1 Õ x20 )1/2](1 Õ x20 )1/2

n� eld. A polymer ball surrounded by a shell of axially
aligned liquid crystal [13] with a negative dielectric
anisotropy is subjected to an increasing electric � eld, E 1 2

1 Õ cos[n(1 Õ x20
)1/2]

n2 H sin h dh (5)
(� gure 6).

The polymer balls are characterized by a radius, r0 , with
while the shell parts extend between r0 and r 5 r0/(1 Õ w)1/3,
where w is the liquid crystal percentage separated from n(h, r, h) 5 2kr(1 Õ x20 )

(ne
Õ no )
npthe polymer matrix. Adapting the model of Li et al.

[14] for the optical transmittance of droplet PDLCs in
a magnetic � eld, we assumed that the light transmittance Ö C1 Õ

h2 1 cos 2h

(h4 1 2h2 cos 2h 1 1)1/2D (6)
T , obeys the following exponential behaviour:

where n is the phase shift term, ne and no are, respectively,T 5 exp (Õ bsd ) (3 )
the extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices of the
liquid crystal, n

p
is the polymer ball refractive index,

and h is the angle between the applied external � eld and
the liquid crystal director. A random � nal distribution of
directors was assumed in the model. It should be noted
that equation (5) reduces to the well known scattering
cross section of Zumer for a droplet if x

0 5 0 [15].
Calculations were carried out using the known refractive
index values (ne 5 1.655, no 5 1.518, and np 5 1.530 ) and
assuming the liquid crystal solubility in the polymer
matrix to be about 50 wt %. Results are shown in
� gure 7, where a Gaussian distribution of the polymer
ball radius, with a mean value of 0.20 mm and a standard
deviation of 0.05 mm, was assumed. The size distribution
was used, as the � ts with a monodisperse polymer
ball sample exhibited sharp ON-OFF transitions. The
behaviour of the � ts is in excellent agreement with
experimental results.Figure 6. A simple model for a reverse mode PDLC. Each

polymer ball of radius r0 is surrounded by a shell of liquid
crystal with negative dielectric anisotropy, whose thickness 4. Conclusions
is r Õ r0 . Liquid crystal directors are assumed to be axially We have investigated the morphology and electro-
aligned along a direction perpendicular to the glass support.

optical properties of reverse mode polymer dispersedThe transparent OFF state can be turned into an opaque
liquid crystal � lms aligned by means of rough conductiveOFF state by means of a suitable electric � eld as the

dielectric anisotropy of the liquid crystal is negative. supports as a function of non-reactive liquid crystal
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